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Abstract In this article, we set out to reconcile a general

conceptualization of disaster temporalities by drawing on

the epitome example of a creeping disaster, namely famine.

Our argument is driven by the recognition that slowly

manifesting disaster impacts pose distinct challenges for

decision makers and researchers while there is a tendency

for the disaster literature to overlook the role of disaster

onset dynamics. More specifically and as a starting point,

we identify four key themes that merit particular attention

when dealing with creeping disasters: (1) our understand-

ing of disaster as a phenomenon; (2) measurement and

operationalization; (3) early warning and response; and (4)

disaster management and termination. By integrating con-

ceptual discussions of disaster with famine scholarship—a

phenomenon often excluded from mainstream disaster

research—this article provides fresh perspectives on dis-

aster science as well as a number of implications for how

we think about disaster risk reduction.

Keywords Disaster response � Early warning � Famine

disasters � Slow-onset disasters

1 Introduction

Disasters differ considerably in manifestation speed and

pattern, which in turn affects the way in which researchers

and decision makers understand and respond to them

(OCHA 2011; Matthewman 2015; Staupe-Delgado 2019a;

Boin et al. 2020). Some disaster impacts, such as those

associated with earthquake hazards or common industrial

accidents, manifest themselves abruptly. Other types of

disaster impacts are more creeping in the sense that they

affect societies more gradually and elusively with geo-

graphical scopes that are hard to define. The question of

creeping disaster as an overall phenomenon has tended to

be overlooked both theoretically and empirically within the

field of disaster studies (Quarantelli 1998; Rosenthal 1998;

Dynes 2004; Hsu 2019). While slow-onset phenomena

have not been ignored per se, these literatures have

remained poorly integrated into mainstream disaster theo-

ries. A few recent contributions have attempted to remedy

this state of affairs but have tended to focus on concept

formation (Hsu 2019; Staupe-Delgado 2019a; Boin et al.

2020; Yamori and Goltz 2021), methodological aspects

(Meriläinen and Koro 2021), or diplomacy (Kelman et al.

2018). Distinctions between rapid-onset and slow-onset

disasters have been discouraged in the field on the grounds

that all disasters are conceptually understood as inherently

slow processes to begin with due to the fact that they all

originate from prefigured patterns of vulnerability (Lewis

1988; Wisner et al. 2004; Meriläinen and Koro 2021). This

leads to the natural conclusion that hazards may have slow

or rapid onsets, but all disasters are gradually occurring,

meaning that none are rapidly occurring.

At the same time, we intuitively know that the way in

which adversities become manifest matters for how they

are suffered, and conditions how we can deal with their
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immediate (as well as oftentimes gradually worsening)

consequences. This is not to negate the role of vulnera-

bilities and the importance of addressing these. Following

the reasoning of Quarantelli (1997), regardless of the

hazards, most disasters generate similar demands and give

rise to a need for similar functions (for example, evacua-

tion, search and rescue, and tending to the wounded). The

concept of disaster is recognized as highly multifaceted,

encompassing root-cause perspectives alongside long-term

societal repercussions. This article centers on the notion of

disaster impacts, which we take to be the adverse effects of

an insufficiently mitigated hazard that interacts with a

vulnerable or exposed population.

We thus set out to reconcile disaster risk science with

the long history of scholarship on the epitome of creeping

disasters—namely famine disasters. The article is inspired

by our observation that famines are largely absent from

mainstream disaster scholarship, although a number of

important disaster science contributions are based on

famines (Glantz 1976; De Waal 1989; Keen 1993; for an

overview see Staupe-Delgado 2019a). Famines arguably

challenge the stereotypical hazard/disaster distinction—

they are the result of numerous compounding factors while

in themselves constituting disasters; famines are often a

disaster in a disaster. At the same time, like other disasters,

famines are also undeniably one of the best examples of a

disaster that is attributable to vulnerabilities as the very

condition of famine is typically the conclusion of pro-

longed periods of turmoil, poorly mitigated natural haz-

ards, and socioeconomic inequalities and abuse (Hewitt

1995).

We engage recent scholarship in the field and argue for

increased attention to temporalities in the wider debate

surrounding the ‘‘what is a disaster?’’ question (Quarantelli

1998; Perry and Quarantelli 2005). This conceptual exer-

cise allowed us to identify a set of traits or distinct chal-

lenges posed by creeping disasters, which we have

organized into four overarching themes:

(1) The disaster concept—our understanding of disaster

as a phenomenon;

(2) Measurement and operationalization—identifying

emerging creeping disasters;

(3) Early warning and response—barriers for translating

detection into timely response;

(4) Disaster management and termination—distinct dis-

aster management challenges.

These four themes are inextricably linked. However,

famine research suggests that distinct characteristics and

dynamics are associated with each of the themes.

The next section elaborates on the concept of creeping

disasters from the perspective of disaster risk science, with

particular focus on the notion of onset dynamics and

impact manifestation patterns. The third section outlines

the nature of famine disasters. The fourth section discusses

the distinguishing features of creeping disasters with

respect to the four themes, including reflections on the

practical significance for comprehension, prediction,

response, and management, with the aim of demonstrating

that creeping disasters pose a set of distinct challenges for

disaster management. The concluding section summarizes

the salient points raised in this article as well as their

implications for famine research and disaster scholarship.

2 Creeping and Gradually Manifesting Disasters

The concept of disaster is typically understood in terms of a

disruptive departure from what may be labelled normal

conditions (Quarantelli 2000; Tierney and Bruneau 2007).

Other conceptualizations of disaster have underlined pre-

cisely this role of seemingly ‘‘normal’’ conditions in pre-

figuring or constructing disaster risk (Hewitt 1983; Kelman

2020). In reality, a neat dichotomy between normality and

disaster, or other ‘‘phases’’ of disaster, does not exist (Neal

1997; Coetzee and Van Niekerk 2012; Bosher et al. 2021).

While disaster impacts are increasingly seen as processes

rather than one-off events, disasters are typically imagined

in the form of graphic images of material destruction, a

need for getting out of harm’s way and as ‘‘events’’ fol-

lowed by recovery in their aftermath. In this way, disasters

are classically understood as a radical rupture from the

status quo, triggering sentiments of disbelief and time

compression—which in turn generates an intense urgency

to act. The ‘‘disaster occurrence’’ itself is commonly

understood in ‘‘sudden-onset’’ terms (although disasters

often have lasting consequences), seen as implying impact

trajectories that consist of abrupt, unexpected devastation

followed by a race to recover back to how things were

(Meriläinen and Koro 2021). This is also implied by the

urge to build back better, recover resiliently, or other

temporal foci that cast disasters as ‘‘events’’ (Bosher et al.

2021). The following definitions, for example, conceptu-

alize ‘‘disaster’’ as:

An event, concentrated in time and space, in which a

society or a relatively self-sufficient subdivision of a

society undergoes severe danger and incurs such

losses to its members and physical appurtenances that

the social structure is disrupted and the fulfilment of

all or some of essential functions of the society is

prevented (Fritz 1961, p. 655).

Relatively sudden occasions where because of per-

ceived threats the routines of the collective social

units involved are seriously disrupted and where
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unplanned courses of action have to be undertaken to

cope with the crisis (Quarantelli 1991, p. 2).

A sudden, calamitous event that seriously disrupts the

functioning of a community or society and causes

human, material, and economic or environmental

losses that exceed the community’s or society’s

ability to cope using its own resources. Though often

caused by nature, disasters can have human origins

(IFRC 2020).

A serious disruption of the functioning of a com-

munity or a society at any scale due to hazardous

event interacting with conditions of exposure, vul-

nerability, and capacity, leading to one or more of the

following: human, material, economic and environ-

mental losses and impacts (UNDRR 2017).

It is clear that these definitions do not facilitate discussions

of creeping phenomena as disastrous. Two highly influen-

tial definitions from the disaster studies literature (Fritz

1961 and Quarantelli 1991) seek to limit the field to

encompass only abrupt adversities. The International

Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies

(IFRC) defines disaster in terms of sudden, calamitous

events in the context of their work and mandate. As such,

disaster scholarship remains heavily focused on models

that implicitly theorize on the basis of ‘‘conventional

disasters’’ that are assumed to be divisible into sequence

patterns.

One such reason is perhaps an early observation that ‘‘all

disasters are slow onset when realistically and locally

related to conditions of susceptibility’’ (Lewis 1988, p. 4).

Newer definitions have underlined the role of overrun local

capacities and demand surges that give rise to a need for

outside assistance to cope (Kelman 2020). It is true that all

disasters have the potential of becoming protracted pro-

cesses where, particularly the most vulnerable, may well

never fully recover in their wake. It is also true that all

disasters can be traced back to decades or centuries long

precursory processes of vulnerability creation and neglect

as the ultimate root cause of disastrous outcomes. Con-

sidering the speed at which disaster impacts become

manifest is not the same as ignoring the role of vulnera-

bilities, however.

One should be careful not to confound these kinds of

causal theories and more practical analyses connected to

disaster management and lived experience. The difference

lies mainly in what is anticipated—people exposed to

creeping disasters experience gradually worsening condi-

tions with perhaps no clear end in sight. During famines,

for example, one can observe the seemingly paradoxical

behavior where households choose not to eat their available

food (De Waal 1989; Keen 1993; Osmani 1993). By

slaughtering their livestock, households increase their

chance of short-term survival, but in doing so they become

vulnerable for many years to come. Instead, people

exposed to famine preserve their livestock and use seeds to

plant their fields (instead of for consumption) in anticipa-

tion of better times that might never materialize. Because

conditions continue to worsen with no apparent end in

sight, affected populations will often live in uncertainty as

to whether better times are just around the corner or

whether the worst is yet to come. These types of coping

strategies demonstrate how more creeping onset speeds are

associated with intense uncertainty and an experience of

living in anticipation of a highly uncertain future as

affected populations cannot know in the present if the sit-

uation will improve in some months or whether recovery

will be much more elusive.

We posit that gradually manifesting forms of destruction

and adversity might pose challenges that differ from those

of more immediate forms of destruction (Twigg 2004). In

his seminal work on creeping environmental problems,

Glantz (1994) noted that one central challenge is their

gradual onsets and dispersed impacts that reduce their

salience among decision makers: ‘‘a change in this type of

environmental problem is not much worse today than it

was yesterday; nor is the rate or degree of change tomor-

row likely to be much different than it is today’’ (Glantz

1994, p. 3). Elusive hazards often lead to diffuse disas-

ters—disasters that often require data on specific parame-

ters to even determine that they are in motion (Kelman

2019). They often give rise to certain adjustments when

conditions allow, but also shape vulnerabilities (Burton

et al. 1993). While they share a number of commonalities

with disaster as a general phenomenon, they could be

distinct in the sense that their ambiguous existence renders

them easily ignorable and difficult to observe in the

absence of deliberate monitoring.

These differences, we would underline, do not necessi-

tate major qualitative shifts in our understanding of disas-

ters but demonstrate that systems developed for more acute

types of occurrences will be less relevant in the context of

creeping disasters. Studying creeping disasters as an

overall category, therefore, assumes that certain onset-re-

lated impact dynamics shape response and planning chal-

lenges. Investigating creeping phenomena comparatively

would leave us better positioned to analyze the role that

onset dynamics play in how we think about disasters and

how we work to mitigate their impacts and respond to them

(Staupe-Delgado 2019b). Creeping disasters display certain

spatiotemporal characteristics that are less evident in the

context of more immediately felt disasters, such as the

challenge of noticing its existence and securing proactive

response before it is too late. For many elusive and grad-

ually occurring kinds of disaster impacts the very existence
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of an onset is oftentimes controversial, at least for some

time before evidence becomes irrefutable.

The call for excluding creeping or ‘‘slow-onset’’ disas-

ters from disaster studies can be traced back to one of the

most influential pioneers of modern disaster sociology,

E.L. Quarantelli. Famously, he expressed apprehension

against including chronic, diffuse, and long-term situations

such as famines, epidemics, and droughts (FEDs) in the

category of disasters, stating in the Epilogue of the

prominent scholarly work, What is a Disaster?, that his

inclination ‘‘would be to exclude FEDs from the disaster

category and to treat FEDs as social problems, involving

chronic stress settings rather than crisis occasions’’ (1998,

p. 260). Quarantelli put forward two arguments in support

of this position (Quarantelli 1998; Hannigan 2013).

First, Quarantelli (1998) explained that slow-onset sit-

uations lack the disruptive effects we commonly associate

with disasters that are relatively more focused in time and

space. Such a descriptive and definitional statement in and

of itself hardly constitutes a robust case for exclusion from

the field. There is such great heterogeneity in the core

characteristics of disasters already included in disaster

research that the described temporal variations in disaster

impacts appear inadequate to make an argument against

inclusion.

His second objection appears more convincing, that

there is minimal overlap between the empirical data and

theoretical ideas on creeping disasters and those relating to

more rapidly manifesting disaster impacts. Quarantelli

(1998, p. 266) argued that ‘‘many well-established obser-

vations findings about disaster behavior at any level of

analysis, simply do not appear to apply to these diffuse

kinds of happenings.’’ Such an argument could strictly be

taken to mean that the paradigms are incommensurable in a

Kuhnian sense or merely that there is little to be gained

from addressing creeping (ongoing) phenomena from a

disaster perspective. The argument of limited overlap, by

Quarantelli’s own admission (1998), relies on very infor-

mal and unsystematic observations. Interestingly, he only

contemplated the scope for applying literatures relating to

creeping disasters to more conventional disasters and not

cross-fertilization the other way around (that is, applying

disaster research concepts and perspective to the study of

famine). In this article we put forth the argument that

recent conceptual developments appear to increase the

opportunity and value of addressing famines from a dis-

aster perspective and advance an ongoing agenda of con-

ceptualizing the onset aspect of disasters more explicitly

(Glantz 1994; Matthewman 2015; Hsu 2019; Staupe-Del-

gado 2019a). Famine understandings have moved from

primarily a developmental process perspective to an

‘‘event-based’’ perspective where political accountability

(and criminalization) is emphasized.

3 Famine as One Type of Creeping Disaster

Most disaster research that contributes to our understanding

of slowly manifesting disaster impacts has focused on the

impacts of droughts and gradual processes of environ-

mental change (Staupe-Delgado 2019a). Drought, impor-

tantly, is not synonymous with famine. While drought is a

natural hazard, famine is the archetypical creeping disaster.

Drought is a recurring feature of the climate in most parts

of the world and occurs for a variety of reasons, not all

meteorological (Wilhite and Glantz 1985), and droughts

very rarely trigger famines. Famines are also not intrinsi-

cally linked to droughts. The 1974 Bangladesh famine, for

example, that claimed the lives of a least 300,000 people

was not preceded by widespread droughts but rather by

prolonged floods, which submerged large parts of the

country (Dowlah 2006). Drought is neither a necessary nor

a sufficient condition for famine. As with all disasters,

famines too arise from vulnerabilities. In fact, contempo-

rary famine has become increasingly disassociated from

natural hazards such as droughts. Famines have become

much more closely associated with civil war, extreme

destitution, and political unrest (De Waal 2018; Rubin

2019).

If we consider famines as a creeping form of disaster,

famines should not be perceived as the final cataclysmic

outcome of a linear trajectory characterized by continued

deterioration of a country’s nutritional status. Rather,

famines are usually much messier with a large element of

nonlinear sociopolitical dynamics with multiple pathways

in which vulnerable populations can fall into famine (Pat-

naik 1991; Rubin 2009a; De Waal 2018; Howe 2018;

Maxwell et al. 2020). Thus, a longer temporal perspective

that encompasses famine as a synergistic outcome of

complex indirect and nonlinear sociopolitical dynamics

should be preferred. The burden of this creeping disaster

can rival many of the other kinds of disasters faced by

humans over the centuries. Approximately a quarter mil-

lion people perished in the 2011 Somalia famine, and

currently the number of people estimated to be vulnerable

to famine has almost doubled from 27 million in 2019 to 45

million in 2021 (WFP 2021). Famines are among the few

disasters to spare most types of physical capital (roads,

bridges, houses, and so forth). In that sense, famine has

much in common with other creeping phenomena, namely

pandemics and antimicrobial resistance (Viens and Litt-

mann 2015). Scorched agricultural fields are not a pre-

requisite for famine. Instead, it often coincides with and is

concealed by the chaos of conflict and general misery and

can occur in one segment of the population without

afflicting the entire population.
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A famine is clearly not a hazard as typically understood

in disaster risk science. Famines also fit poorly with pre-

vailing (sudden-onset based) disaster definitions. However,

this does not in itself position us to conclude that it is

productive to frame famine situations as creeping disasters.

One of Quarantelli’s (1998) chief objections for their

inclusion in disaster risk research was the theoretical and

empirical disconnect between these types of gradually

manifesting and diffuse processes of harm and more

instantaneously felt disaster impacts. There need to be

analytical advantages to approaching a societal phe-

nomenon as a creeping kind of disaster instead of as a

principally development, economic, health, or political

problem or failure. Defining famine disasters as creeping

disasters without addressing the ‘‘so what?’’ question

would be unsatisfactory. The very discussion of disaster

temporalities has remained controversial and advancing

thought on the matter would in itself contribute to

expanding and adding nuance to the term. Moreover,

identifying disaster management implications would sug-

gest the discussion has practical implications. The next

section will discuss some of the distinguishing features of

creeping disasters, of which famine may be considered one

example, and outline the analytical advantages of explicitly

acknowledging these features in light of our four themes.

4 (Re)considering Creeping Disasters: Four Sets
of Insights Based on Famine Onset Dynamics

Creeping disasters demonstrate a set of distinguishing

features with implications both for how we think about

disaster impacts and onset dynamics, including practical

implications. These features help us conceptualize how

creeping disasters are distinct in terms of lead time, as in

theory, their impacts could be easier to brace for proac-

tively than in cases where destruction is more temporally

concentrated. Yet the slowness of their manifestation may

itself prove a barrier to effective response due to a per-

ceived lack of acuteness—famine disasters serving as our

case in point. We have structured our reflections according

to four related themes: (1) the disaster concept; (2) mea-

surement and operationalization; (3) early warning and

response; and (4) disaster management and termination.

4.1 The Disaster Concept

The failure to recognize creeping disaster impacts as a

somewhat distinct type of societal problem has led to an

undertheorization and underappreciation of their particular

disaster risk science challenges. Creeping types of disaster

impacts have thus been understudied using the tools and

approaches that stem from disaster risk science, the

principal among these being the interdisciplinary modus

operandi that permeates the field. Ironically, creeping dis-

asters, with their ambiguity and slow onsets, may be the

phenomena most in need of this kind of interdisciplinary

treatment, which this field can offer.

Sen (1981) effectively dislodged the understanding of

famine from that of drought by stressing how the cause of

famine was not a lack of food (production failure) but

rather a lack of access to food (market failure). Thus,

contemporary definitions of famine make no mention of a

particular hazard (such as droughts, floods, or locust

swarms). Rather, famines are often defined generically as

an idiosyncratic event identifiable by excess mortality

caused by mass starvation (Sen 1981; Howe and Devereux

2004; Gráda 2009; Rubin 2009b). Despite this under-

standing of famine as an idiosyncratic event, contemporary

famines have mainly been addressed as a developmental

challenge (Devereux 2007; De Waal 2018; Rubin 2019).

Initially, Sen avoided the disaster term altogether in his

major work on famine, except in a brief reference to

famines as ‘‘economic disasters’’ (Sen 1981, p. 161).

However, in the 1990s several famine scholars, including

Sen, began using the term ‘‘disaster’’ more frequently.

In his other major work on famine (where he applied a

more political perspective to the analysis of famine), Sen

explicitly referred to famines as disasters, arguing that

‘‘there is need for economic and political analyses here, as

there also is for having a fuller understanding of crises and

disasters other than famines’’ (Sen 1999, p. 161). Likewise,

Hewitt (1995, p. 115) argued that famine was an

‘‘archetypal case of disaster prefigured by ‘underdevelop-

ment.’’’ In his influential work on famine crimes, De Waal

also used the term ‘‘famine’’ and ‘‘disaster’’ interchange-

ably throughout the book (De Waal 1997). As opposed to

arguing that famines are non-disasters, they have been

framed as a particular kind of disaster. Still, Quarantelli

described, based on his own experience, how famine

scholars were not part of the social circles of disaster

researchers in the 1990s (Quarantelli 1998). Not much

appears to have changed since then, as recently docu-

mented by Rubin (2019), who argues that famines appear

mostly restricted to historical and development scholarly

circles, and they are noticeably absent at major disaster

conferences.

One of the difficulties with approaching famine as an

idiosyncratic event (which no disaster is anyway) is that,

until recently, the identifying triggers for famine remained

elusive. While understandings of famine clearly referred to

a sudden and extra-ordinary situation (with other disasters

similarly mislabeled), the actual demarcation of famine

was difficult to establish in practice. This is along the lines

of Quarantelli’s (1998) argument that ambiguous disasters,

characterized by temporal and spatial diffusion, should be
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considered as something ‘‘other’’ than a disaster. Hence,

while definitions of famine were event-focused (much like

the misnomer ‘‘rapid-onset disasters’’), the actual opera-

tionalization of famine remained underdeveloped. For the

last 15 years, however, key international organizations and

international nongovernmental organizations (major UN

agencies, CARE international, Oxfam, Save the Children,

and others) have worked on a set of standardized tools and

measurements for the declaration of famine. These guide-

lines have most recently been published in an Integrated

Food Security Phase Classification (IPC) table, allowing

for a more demarcated identification of famine (IPC 2020).

Today, the United Nations classifies famine based on

explicit qualitative and quantitative indicators. The three

key criteria for declaring famine in an area are whether

indicators are currently above or projected to be above the

following thresholds: (1) more than 20% of households

experiencing extreme food gaps; (2) more than 30% of

children acutely malnourished; and (3) crude mortality

rates exceeding 2/10,000/day. This explicit operational-

ization has allowed for famines to be approached much

more as identifiable events—with all the shortcomings that

such a technocratic perspective entails.

This event-focused understanding and operationaliza-

tion is not much different from the disaster definitions

listed previously. These famine benchmarks have been

used to declare famines on two occasions: on 20 July 2011

in parts of Somalia, and on 20 February 2017 in South

Sudan. According to the IPC (2021), the present 2021

humanitarian catastrophe in Ethiopia does not (yet) live up

to a famine disaster classification despite widespread

malnutrition rates.

Another recent relevant development in famine research

is the greater appreciation for and formalization of political

dynamics that mirrors that of disaster research. One of the

most influential famine scholars, Stephen Devereux (2007),

has identified a recent shift in the understanding of famine

from one emphasizing market-based failures to one looking

at them as failures of political accountability and response

(transfer-based failures). The subject of practical and

scholarly interest is not the socioeconomic ‘‘shocks’’

themselves but the failure to respond to such ‘‘shocks.’’

This is very much in line with disaster research where most

disaster scholars and practitioners show evidence that

prevention, preparedness, and response are determined by

political factors. Following this understanding, the crimi-

nalization of famine has been revitalized. Although the

discussions of famine as a criminal act was spearheaded by

anthropologists in the 1990s, most notably De Waal (1993)

and Keen (1994), it was more than a decade before this

perspective was picked up by legal scholars (Marcus 2003;

DeFalco 2017; Conley and De Waal 2019). In his most

recent monograph on famine, De Waal (2018) explicitly

emphasized the need for distinguishing famine from

(chronic) hunger and malnutrition, arguing instead for a

closer association with mass atrocities. These calls for

famine criminalization, published mostly in international

law and justice outlets, resonate in key international

organizations with their investigations of non-violent

human rights violations and the establishment in 2000 of a

Special Rapporteur on the right to food (OHCHR 2021).

The event-focused approach to famine, together with the

attention to complex political dynamics, we argue, has

increased the opportunities and rewards for integrating

these types of more creeping situations in disaster research.

Rather than seeing slow-onset and rapid-onset disasters as

two distinct categories (or as incompatible with each

other), there is merit in conceptualizing them along a

temporal continuum where certain dynamics are more or

less pronounced with slower disaster impact manifesta-

tions. Treating famine as a disaster would allow for insights

from a disaster research domain that has expertise with

crisis management, strong links to policy making, and rich

theoretical developments.

This ‘‘disasterization,’’ as it were, of adverse occur-

rences like famine, should not be conflated with merely

applying a different framing or rendering famines more

salient (political strategic use of the disaster term); rather, it

entails addressing the phenomenon from an analytically

productive vantage point that we argue disaster studies can

offer as a field. Although attempts have been made within

the current conceptual paradigm to apply a disaster studies

lens to concepts like pandemics and industrial explosions,

it appears clear that the conceptual apparatus largely cen-

ters on the impacts of natural hazards, such as floods,

earthquakes, hurricanes, and tsunamis. It is not that other

hazards have not been studied (ample contributions suggest

otherwise), but rather that the conceptual apparatus and

examples often revolve around natural hazards-related

disasters. We argue that casting a wider net can enrich

disaster risk science, but it also implies a willingness to

innovate conceptually and operationally.

4.2 Measurement and Operationalization

Slow-onset disaster impacts increase the scope for early

action but are limited by detectability and barriers to

declaring an emergency before impacts are ‘‘sufficiently

severe’’ to demand a response (Glantz 1994). By definition,

more creeping disaster impacts build up and evolve over

prolonged periods of time, thus providing (in theory) ample

opportunities for preventive and mitigative measures to be

put into place in their advent. That creeping disaster

impacts are suffered gradually means that the initial

problem is mainly one of ‘‘noticing’’ (Staupe-Delgado

2022). While creeping disaster impacts are easier to
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prevent in theory, they are also more difficult to warn

against at an early stage because there are no clear-cut

benchmarks. When does an infectious disease go from

being an outbreak, to an epidemic, to a pandemic? This

ambiguity is precisely the reason behind the IPC’s stan-

dardized indicators for famine declarations.

It is hard to establish when a threat moves from disaster

risk to disaster fact, which shapes the political salience of

such disasters. Identifying the existence of these threats is a

first step towards rendering them real in the public imagi-

nation and in the eyes of decision makers. Famine forecasts

today, for example, rely as much on monitoring socioe-

conomic factors, such as coping strategies, price fluctua-

tions, and adverse anthropomorphic indicators as they rely

on pure hazard monitoring. The challenge for preventive

actions is that many of these are trailing indicators—they

provide evidence of a disaster in the making in the form of

gradually worsening conditions, also opening up discus-

sions centered on identifying thresholds for when condi-

tions that simmer in the background somehow warrant

emergency status. A variety of tools are used to render

these disasters real, often relying on modeling, statistics,

and projections. This holds particularly true for several

high-profile contemporary health disasters such pandemics

and antibiotic resistance.

One defining feature of creeping disaster impacts is the

notable potential for anticipating how they will continue to

develop over time owing to their relatively slow buildup.

This refers not necessarily to the slow evolution of haz-

ardous conditions that may be driving the disaster forward,

but also the slow manifestation of the gradually worsening

socioeconomic conditions that produce temporally dis-

persed disaster impacts (Staupe-Delgado 2022), which

means that warning signs must also be looked for in the

societal sphere in the form of indicators (Kelman and

Glantz 2014). Famines encompass these creeping charac-

teristics that make them amenable to early detection but at

the same time susceptible to trailing indicators that impede

an early response. A recurrent challenge for famine early

warning systems has been distinguishing the onset of

famine from a chronic situation of extreme deprivation or

food insecurity. There is ambiguity both spatially and

temporally, and the benchmarks used for declaring famine

are de facto trailing indicators, with high mortality rates

being a defining factor.

In spatial terms, Seaman (1993) questioned whether a

slight change in mortality in a very large population,

resulting in a massive number of starvation deaths, should

be categorized as a famine. Similarly, with respect to the

temporal dimension Maxwell et al. (2020, p. 2) rightly

asked ‘‘why is a crisis that kills 4000 people in three

months a ‘famine’ but one that kills 100,000 over the

course of a year not a ‘famine’?’’ Matters of

operationalization aside, it is clear that determining

thresholds remains one obstacle to prevention that is dis-

tinct to creeping disaster impacts. The dominant modus

operandi of the international community is to intervene

only after a situation has deteriorated beyond a certain

threshold. The 2021 situation in Ethiopia with an estimated

400,000 acute food insecure people in Tigray, while being

characterized as a ‘‘catastrophe’’ and an ‘‘emergency,’’ has

yet to deteriorate to a state of famine according to the IPC

(2021). This reliance on trailing indicators poses a dilemma

to creeping forms of disaster, as the response presupposes

the identification of an already existing disaster onset.

Most agencies are continually dealing with a multitude

of disasters of different magnitudes, which leaves little

room for paying attention to seemingly less urgent matters

that may or may not flare up at a future time. Gradually

occurring disaster impacts may also fall outside the scope

of traditional actors and definitions of disaster. These

characteristics are consistent with those identified by other

researchers, both those who have focused on slowly

emerging disasters (Shaluf 2007; Marulanda et al. 2010;

Jaime 2013; Matthewman 2015; Zaidi 2018), as well as

early warning experts (Ahrens 2003; Alcántara-Ayala and

Oliver-Smith 2015; Costella et al. 2017). It therefore seems

safe to argue that translating an early warning into a

proactive response to creeping disasters demands that

resources are spent not only on ‘‘extinguishing fires’’ (re-

sponding to current, acute disasters), but also that attention

is devoted to longer time frames.

4.3 Early Warning and Timely Response

Researchers working on slowly manifesting disasters often

observe a tendency for ‘‘early warning, late response’’

(Lautze et al. 2012, p. 43). In the context of famines, this

can be ascribed to trailing indicators such as increases in

mortality, wasting, stunting, and so on. Still, the detection

of slowly menacing disasters may be a necessary condition

to effectively address them but it is not sufficient in and of

itself. The main challenge for mustering an effective

response is that creeping disaster impacts generally do not

create much of a stir. It is precisely their quiet and difficult-

to-perceive manifestation that causes them to be so

treacherous, requiring that decision makers realistically

observe their potential to continue worsening over time if

left unchecked (DeLeo 2016; Staupe-Delgado 2019b).

Rather than impacting suddenly in a way that is immedi-

ately felt and visible, they are easily ignored, and response

is often postponed until more acute impacts surface.

Researchers observe no unambiguous link between

disaster severity, either in terms of economic burden or

human toll, and political attention or policy change

(Birkland 1998; Healy and Malhotra 2009; DeLeo 2016;
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Boin et al. 2017; Rubin 2018). Slowly manifesting disaster

impacts are usually associated with lower political salience

than impacts that are concentrated in time and space, such

as the consequences of an earthquake. Not only are

politicians rarely rewarded electorally for a non-disaster (a

disaster prevented) but they also need to defend what seem

like policy inefficiencies over many years in anticipation of

a possible disaster in the future (Rubin 2018). Maintaining

expensive dikes in the anticipation of a 50-year flooding

event in the face of other more pressing public concerns

(such as the quality of elder care, unemployment benefits,

and foreign policy challenges) is no easy task for most

governments. Essentially, the political price of terminating

the creeping disaster will be paid now while the benefits

might be reaped in the future, setting up few political

advantages to implementing preventive measures despite

obvious humanitarian benefits. At the same time, once a

sufficient level of acuteness has been reached, interventions

may be far costlier and impacts may be difficult to reverse,

which would in turn threaten legitimacy in hindsight.

Creeping disasters can potentially be managed and ter-

minated at their early stages, in which case their impacts

would largely be avoided. However, it is not uncommon to

postpone response initiatives until more reliable data are

available, or even until impacts start to become more acute

so that an emergency may be declared. During the 2011

Somalia famine, for example, the lack of seeking reliable

information on the ground appears to have delayed the

humanitarian operation as a whole. Key humanitarian

actors were for security reasons placed in Nairobi, which

was quite some distance from the impending famine. Thus,

they had difficulties distinguishing this famine from many

of the other food crises that have faced Somalia on a reg-

ular basis (Heaton 2012). Reliable data were not properly

sought and the newly developed standardized system for

famine declarations was activated too late. However, a

belated response could also be the result of the way ‘‘dis-

aster phases’’ are commonly understood, where response

follows impacts, and does not precede them. In fact, sev-

eral countries and international organizations have legal

obstacles to proactive release of response funding (Staupe-

Delgado et al. 2018). These laws often stipulate that the

release of funds is contingent on an emergency declaration.

4.4 Disaster Management and Termination

Effective response to creeping disaster impacts is also

hindered by a series of managerial and practical obstacles

that are difficult to overcome due to the very nature of such

phenomena. The spatiotemporal fragmentation that often

characterizes creeping disasters effectively means that

institutional mechanisms designed to deal with more

instantaneously felt disasters often become less relevant in

this context (Staupe-Delgado 2019b). Many such agencies

have mandates that limit the focus of their work to what

they claim are spatially and temporally bound disasters,

with other agencies in charge of allegedly more elusive and

creeping disasters (for example, public health, agriculture,

financial mechanisms like insurance or social protection).

One contributing factor may be the overreliance on inap-

propriate frameworks, such as the disaster management

cycle.

Contemporary famines, for example, often take place in

the midst of institutional collapse, violent internal conflict,

and political unrest, or what may be labelled ‘‘complex

emergencies’’ (or compound emergencies) (Kruke and

Olsen 2012). Fragile institutions and violent conflicts were

the primary causes of the 2011 Somalia famine as well as

the 2017 South Sudanese famine (Maxwell and Fitzpatrick

2012; Fergusson 2013; De Waal 2018). Yet, due to the

recent progress in famine diagnostics, the 2017 South

Sudanese famine did not catch the international community

off guard. The international early warning systems in place

provided timely warnings of the impending disaster (Rubin

2019). But even in the face of these early warning systems,

the key humanitarian organizations were slow to mobilize.

5 Conclusion

The onset dynamics and manifestation patterns of disaster

impacts shape both how people experience disasters as well

as how authorities respond to them. Often the disaster field

distinguishes between hazards and disasters, arguing that

while some hazards may be slow-onset and some rapid-

onset, all disasters are in fact slow-onset from a causal

(vulnerability) perspective. This article sets out to nuance

this understanding somewhat, not by critiquing the causal

perspective implied, but by thinking about disaster onset

speed as distinct from hazard onset speed. This implies that

societal adversities can also emerge slowly and elusively,

setting such disaster impacts apart from the sets of adver-

sities we more conventionally associate with disastrous

conditions.

We argue that paying greater attention to challenges

associated with adversities that emerge slowly, such as

famines, pandemics, and antimicrobial resistance, would

potentially enrich disaster risk science. By studying their

commonalities through a concept such as creeping disas-

ters, one could potentially identify shared lessons and

understandings that transcend individual types of disasters.

The onset dynamics of disaster impacts shape lived expe-

rience and disaster management practice. Therefore, it

would be a missed opportunity to leave these types of

creeping disasters out of disaster scholarship. Rather, they

should be conceptualized in ways that enrich vulnerability
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perspectives without creating unnecessary conceptual

inconsistency.

Famines, as one example of how creeping disasters

produce distinct dynamics, demand that we allow for such

nuances and temporal perspectives not only in root cause

analyses but also in how impacts are experienced and

managed. The lived experience of famine disasters is

temporally stretched and so are necessarily responses to

famine. Among other things, the very existence of such

disasters is more likely to be contested as unaffected

groups may organize to deny the reality of a slowly

developing creeping disaster, such as a famine (elites often

have incentives for denying the existence of an emerging

famine). This does not make them any less a product of a

long range of root causes, proving logically that discus-

sions of disaster onset patterns are by no means antithetical

to considerations of vulnerability in disaster research.

Increased attention to aspects of onset could provide novel

theoretical insights as well as valuable practical lessons for

disaster researchers, policy makers, and practitioners.

Creeping disasters, importantly, should not be approa-

ched as representing entirely novel challenges, although

some aspects are distinct. An important implication of this

article is that the notion of onset needs further theorization

and empirical clarification in disaster research. A more

fruitful approach is to understand creeping disasters as a

category of disasters that exhibits certain key characteris-

tics to a greater extent than other types of disasters. This

perspective does not demand a definition of creeping dis-

asters that is conceptually distinct from that of disasters as

we commonly understand the concept. The distinction is

not based on a binary understanding of mutually excluding

categories but rather on a continuum of different charac-

teristics that make it possible to classify disasters that

exhibit stretched temporal manifestation dynamics as pre-

senting a set of distinct challenges for disaster risk science.
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